Accurate and dynamic reliability modeling for the running manufacturing system is the prerequisite to implement preventive maintenance. However, existing studies could not output the reliability value in real time because their abandonment of the quality inspection data originated in the operation process of manufacturing system. Therefore, this paper presents an approach to model the manufacturing system reliability dynamically based on their operation data of process quality and output data of product reliability. Firstly, on the basis of importance explanation of the quality variations in manufacturing process as the linkage for the manufacturing system reliability and product inherent reliability, the RQR chain which could represent the relationships between them is put forward, and the product qualified probability is proposed to quantify the impacts of quality variation in manufacturing process on the reliability of manufacturing system further. Secondly, the impact of qualified probability on the product inherent reliability is expounded, and the modeling approach of manufacturing system reliability based on the qualified probability is presented. Thirdly, the preventive maintenance optimization strategy for manufacturing system driven by the loss of manufacturing quality variation is proposed. Finally, the validity of the proposed approach is verified by the reliability analysis and optimization example of engine cover manufacturing system.
Introduction
To meet the demands of high reliability and long life of the product, integrated analysis, assurance, and optimization for reliability are required to be carried out in the lifecycle of design, manufacture, and usage. However, for a long time, most of traditional reliability studies had merely focused on the design and usage stages, and reliability technology suitable for the manufacturing process has always been ignored, lacking proper attention it deserved, which caused the serious degradation of product reliability after batch production frequently, and resulting in a high infant failure rate, and the product inherent reliability could not meet the increasingly stringent design reliability requirements [1] . As we all know, product is the output of the manufacturing process which is the implementation form of the manufacturing system. Therefore, the reliability of final produced product is closely related to the reliability of manufacturing system and the quality of manufacturing process. Usually, even a good design cannot guarantee that the manufactured products achieve the satisfactory reliability when the design quality of manufacturing system is poor [2] . Thus, it can be seen that integrating the reliability modeling and optimization for manufacturing system is crucial to ensure the product reliability.
Practices have proved that uncertain factors like quality variation in manufacturing process and deteriorations of system components could lead to the degradation of manufacturing system, which should affect the quality of manufacturing process interactively. And when quality variations are cumulated and amplified, the number of potential defects of products is arising, which would trigger the decline of product inherent reliability finally. In order to minimize the decline of product inherent reliability with respect to the design specifications, identifying and optimizing the critical factors in manufacturing that contribute to the product reliability degradation systematically are becoming the research focus of reliability engineering currently, and how to carry out product reliability oriented reliability modeling and optimization of manufacturing system is the most urgent and task.
At different nodes of product life cycle, product reliability exhibits different characteristics. Murthy [3] defined the evolution chain which transfers product reliability from design, manufacturing, transportation, sale, and usage, enriching notation of product reliability at different stages, and named the reliability in manufacturing as product inherent reliability. Then, Jiang and Murthy [4] pointed out the negative impact of variations on the reliability during the product life cycle via the transmission chain and pointed out that the quality variations and assembly errors are the root reasons causing the deterioration of product inherent reliability. As to product inherent reliability in manufacturing, Li et al. [5, 6] noted that both the reliability of manufacturing system and quality of manufacturing process are the critical roles to ensure and improve the product quality and reliability. Inman et al. [7] believed that performance of manufacturing system severely restricted product quality and reliability, and upgrading the manufacturing equipment or adjusting the technological process could promote the ability of manufacturing system as well as ensuring and optimizing product quality and reliability. To some extent, the ability of trouble free operation of manufacturing system determines the level of inherent reliability formed in manufacturing process.
Traditional reliability modeling of manufacturing system tends to follow the classic reliability block diagram method, fault tree analysis, Petri nets, and so forth, which caused a comprehensive analysis and dynamical assessment for manufacturing system to be complex or inconvenient. Based on the data of system operation and maintenance, Li and Ni [8] used the maximum likelihood estimation method to estimate the reliability of manufacturing system, which provided the basis for carrying out preventive maintenance of manufacturing system. Lin and Chang [9] proposed the limited manufacturing network model, and after mining operating failures and rework data, an analysis model of manufacturing system reliability was established. Li et al. [10] created a prediction model of manufacturing system using the grey model, and the author stated that the weaknesses of manufacturing system could be identified by the proposed model. Considering the plenty of quality data existing in manufacturing process, Chen and Jin [11, 12] put forward a Quality-Reliability chain model based on the interaction between manufacturing process quality and manufacturing system reliability, and the reliability analysis and maintenance optimization of manufacturing system were expounded based on the proposed Quality-Reliability chain. Zhang et al. [13] presented a reliability modeling approach of manufacturing system using dimensions of process quality. Rafiee et al. [14] analyzed four typical vibration modes and their effects on the degradation rate of manufacturing process and modeled the complex manufacturing system reliability like MEMS and so on. Regarding the maintenance strategy of manufacturing systems, Li et al. [15] investigated the economic production quantity model jointly considering product deterioration and proposed an EPQ (economical production quantity) model for deteriorating production system and items with rework.
Gong et al. [16] explored an adaptive maintenance model of the process environment to diagnose the progressive faults in manufacturing systems. Tlili et al. [17] proposed a new modeling approach based on the fact that the degradation process is modeled by the wiener process. Hajej et al. [18] [19] [20] [21] studied integrated maintenance strategies and policies jointly considering the optimization problems of subcontracting, product returns, lease contract, and so forth, which provide a solid foundation to develop the integrated maintenance strategies optimization for manufacturing system. Mifdal et al. [22] presented a joint optimization approach of maintenance and production planning for a multiple-product manufacturing system, which could establish sequentially an economical production plan and an optimal maintenance strategy considering the influence of the production rate on the system's degradation.
As can be seen from the above literature analysis, the interaction between product inherent reliability and manufacturing system reliability is not defined, and studies on the product reliability oriented reliability modeling and optimization of manufacturing system are few, which are in urgent need to develop reliability assurance in manufacturing. Therefore, in order to promote the joint reliability optimization of manufacturing system and the produced product, an integrated model named RQR chain is proposed by extending the Quality-Reliability chain in this paper, the RQR chain could describe the coeffects of the manufacturing system reliability , manufacturing process quality , and product inherent reliability , and the impact of manufacturing system reliability on the product inherent reliability is expounded specifically based on product qualified probability. At the same time, the quantitative analysis model and optimization strategies of manufacturing system reliability are given. Comparing to previous related studies in the frame of integrated reliability and maintenance optimization of manufacturing system, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(a) RQR chain is brought forth and the product qualified probability is proposed to quantify the impacts of manufacturing process quality on the manufacturing system reliability for the first time. The product qualified probability driven RQR chain could make integrated reliability optimization of manufacturing system and produced product possible.
(b) A reliability modeling approach of manufacturing system based on the proposed qualified probability is presented. The impact of qualified probability on the inherent reliability of produced product oriented is expounded at the first time in this paper, and the concept of the reliability of manufacturing is extended by including the requirement of product quality that is qualified by time in this proposed approach.
(c) The preventive maintenance optimization strategy for manufacturing system driven by the loss of manufacturing quality variation is proposed by the aid of the product qualified probability. The proposed product qualified probability based optimization approach Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 could make the real time preventive maintenance possible when the abnormal quality variations occurred in the produced work pieces in the batch production.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 emphasizes the role of manufacturing process quality variations as a transfer bridge for analyzing the influence of manufacturing system reliability on product inherent reliability, and the RQR chain based on product qualified probability is put forward. Modeling of manufacturing system reliability based on the qualified probability is analyzed in Section 3. With reference to the results of the proposed model, Section 4 presents some optimization strategies driven by product quality loss. Section 5 discusses the application mode and the effects of the proposed method in an automotive cylinder head manufacturing system. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Quality Oriented RQR Chain

RQR Chain.
In the manufacturing process, normal and abnormal variations from man, machine, material, method, measurement, and environment (5M1E) should be accumulated and inherited by the work pieces, resulting in the variations of product dimensions eventually. Variations of product quality formed in the manufacturing process are the basic factors influencing the product inherent reliability. As manufacturing system acts as the material carrier of manufacturing process, its stability determines the quality of the manufactured product. Thus, it can be concluded to a great extent that the product inherent reliability is relying on the reliability of manufacturing system with a fixed product design scheme, product reliability in manufacturing process would be deteriorated by those abnormal factors like wear degradation or failures of system components or some assembly errors, and so forth, and the number of potential quality defects lying in the manufactured products should increase successively, resulting in the product inherent reliability failing to satisfy the design requirements. It is obvious that if the reliability of manufacturing system cannot be guaranteed effectively, the dimensional parameters of the manufactured work pieces will be deteriorated constantly (such as abnormal dimensional variations in the manufacturing process), and contrasted with design reliability, these variations would bring about a decline of product inherent reliability. To make matters worse, products composed by these unreliable components are prone to some unpredictable fatal failures. In order to describe the relationship among manufacturing system reliability , process quality , and product inherent reliability , a conceptual model of RQR chain is put forward and shown in Figure 1 .
As shown in Figure 1 , the product quality in manufacturing process is the linkage of the manufacturing system reliability and product inherent reliability which is clearly reflected by the RQR chain, and in the view of the mathematical modeling, the RQR chain could be divided into the following three layers from the top-down: physical layer, parameter layer, and data layer. The three-tier construction of RQR chain could enable the integrated analysis for the reliability of manufacturing system based on the quality data in manufacturing and reliability data in field as much as possible.
(1) Physical Layer of RQR Chain. The coeffects of manufacturing system, manufacturing process, and product are described clearly in this layer. Specifically, due to system components wear or failures caused by friction wear, reliability of manufacturing system gets lower. During the execution of functional requirements from manufacturing system, quality in manufacturing process results in abnormal variations accompanied by degradation of the manufacturing system. Correspondingly, owing to these quality variations, there may be potential defects retained in the final product, which has a negative effect on product reliability . That is to say, reliability of manufacturing system determines directly the stability of manufacturing process quality, and then the reliability of produced product is subjected to the stability of manufacturing process quality.
(2) Parameter Layer of RQR Chain. The indicating parameters of the mentioned coeffects in RQR chain are given in this layer, the quantitative indicators of manufacturing system reliability, product qualified probability, and product inherent reliability are presented, and these parameters are the carriers of the coeffects in RQR chain.
(3) Data Layer of RQR Chain.
The product key quality characteristics including key control characteristics and key product characteristics (KQCs) are presented in the data layer, which provides the data source to compute the value of parameters given in the parameter layer.
As shown in Figure 1 , the quality of manufacturing process is the core of the RQR chain, which links manufacturing system reliability and product reliability . To accurately analyze manufacturing system reliability oriented by product inherent reliability and further optimize the manufacturing system, quantifying the quality of manufacturing process is bound to the prerequisite. Typically, current studies adopt product qualified rate to characterize the quality of manufacturing process, which simply reflects the cursory state of process quality in the form of scalar quantity. And it is still actually inconvenient to carry out system reliability modeling and optimization that considers process quality variation information in the form of vector. Therefore, based on the definition of product quality, the big data like variation vector of manufacturing process and system components degradation is combined firstly to put forward product qualified probability to represent manufacturing process quality in vector.
Product Qualified Probability.
Product qualified rate is often used in traditional quality control to describe the quality of manufactured products and the capability of manufacturing process. It is deemed that if all the key quality characteristics of products are within their tolerance limits at time , products are thought to pass through the inspection and there is no substandard product throughout the manufacturing process. Count the number of qualified products and figure out how much it accounts for the total inspected products, and, namely, the product qualified rate is obtained. Here, product qualified rate integrates count information of a single product as a whole and characterizes the quality of manufactured products in the form of scalar. However, the values of the detected quality characteristics are obtained in the vector form with the advancement of detection technology in practical engineering applications usually. Different from the scalar expression of product qualified rate, defining quality levels and grades often requires quantifying the extent of how values of product key quality characteristics approximate the predetermined targets further. And thus, measurable information such as parameters of different components inside a single product should be the concern of quality control. At present the qualified rate is basically the only evidence to determine whether a batch product is qualified or not, and the judgment is arbitrary, which will result in neglecting and omitting useful variation information of those measurable key quality characteristics under modern vectorial measurement environment. And it turns out to be not conducive to fully exploit and utilize process quality data and then carry out a comprehensive analysis of both product reliability and manufacturing system reliability. Accordingly, product qualified probability oriented by quality grade is proposed and the vector space of different parameters that constitute product key quality characteristics is built in this paper, and thus vectorization of qualified degree of products is realized. When values of the key quality characteristics are closer to the predetermined ones, both quality grade and the corresponding degree of qualified product become higher. Namely, it corresponds to a higher product qualified probability. From the perspective of population and sample, Figure 2 contrasts the differences and relations between traditional qualified rate and the proposed qualified probability based on the interactive scalar of the whole population and the vector of the single sample. Given the threshold value of key quality characteristics, product qualified probability can be expressed as
Here, Δ ( ) denotes the variation of the actual characteristic dimension to the target value at station , and it can be obtained through the SoV [23] (Stream of Variation) theory.
Generally, the threshold value can be acquired by means of product quality specifications and the popular process capability index. Set the tolerance range of products to be USL (upper specification limit) and LSL (lower specification limit), with process capability index being pk (actual process capability) and variance of key quality characteristics being , and their values should be calculated via the formula of pk = (USL − LSL)/6√ , =[6 pk /(USL − LSL)] 2 . Set ( ) = Δ ( ) − , and ignore the noise of manufacturing process and the measurement. Since ( ) is a nonlinear function of ( ) = [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ] , for simplicity, Taylor expansion is used to linearize ( ) as below:
, . . . , ) is the mean point of independent variables of ( ), correspondingly, mean of the dependent variable is denoted by = (
, . . . , ) and the standard variation by
Cov( , ). When process variables obey iid (independent and identically distributed), there exists
And product qualified probability of manufacturing process should be derived as
Reliability Modeling of Manufacturing System Based on RQR Chain
Analysis of Product Inherent Reliability
Oriented by Qualified Probability. Manufacturing processes are comprised of raw materials purchasing, parts machining, components assembling, and performance testing. With reference to reliability requirements of the design phase, parts that are either outsourced or homemade are operated by machining, assembling, testing, and so forth, and thus the Work in Process (WIP) or the end products are finally produced. Influenced by a variety of variation factors, the product inherent reliability gets lower than requirements of design reliability usually. Jiang and Murthy [4] noted that nonconforming components and assembly errors would have undesirable effect on the manufactured product reliability, and the nonconforming components are the basic adverse factors. Based on this standpoint, the product qualified probability is brought forward to measure the potential influence of nonconforming components on the product inherent reliability.
Assuming that failure distribution of products in the design phase is 0 ( ), the design reliability of products ( ) can be expressed as ( ) = 1 − 0 ( ). Correspondingly, failure density function and failure rate function are denoted by 0 ( ) = 0 ( )/ and 0 ( ) = 0 ( )/ ( ), respectively. Similarly in the manufacturing process, failure distribution of nonconforming components is ( ) with reliability function being ℎ ( ) = 1 − ( ), failure density function being ℎ( ) = ( )/ , and failure rate function being ℎ ( ) = ℎ( )/ ℎ ( ). According to the number of the nonconforming components and the unqualified degree of the nonconforming components, define the probability that results in nonconforming components as and the qualified probability of components as . Then with all the components being fully qualified, namely, = 1, it is the only case of occurrence of nonconforming components that affects the reliability of manufactured products, which is denoted by
Obviously, with being equivalent to 0, the manufactured reliability equals the design reliability, indicating that no nonconforming components occur, and with being equivalent to 1, it happens to be the opposite from the former case of = 0, indicating that all components fail to be conforming in manufacturing process.
When it comes to components being not fully qualified with 0 < < 1, the manufactured reliability is subjected to the occurrence of nonconforming components and the related unqualified level jointly, and, then, inherent reliability of the manufactured product is as follows:
It is evident that with = 1, 2 ( ) = ℎ ( ) ≤ 1 ( ) = (1 − ) ( ) + ℎ ( ), which shows that integration of both the occurrence of nonconforming components and their unqualified level is conducive to a more precise estimation of the manufactured reliability. While simply based on the case whether components are unqualified, inherent reliability of the manufactured products will be blindly overestimated, which would have a great negative impact on the objective analysis and optimization for the reliability for manufacturing system.
Modeling Reliability of Manufacturing System
Based on Qualified Probability. Reliability of the manufacturing system is an important factor to ensure product quality and productivity. Considering the difficulty in quantifying the reliability issues timely caused by product dimension variations, usually those reliability issues are easily neglected in system design and optimization. And unfortunately, with many failures or performance degradation failing to be diagnosed in real time, further identification or predication is of nonsense, which may result in unnecessary downtime for machines and reduce the production efficiency. Mechanisms of performance degradation and occurrence of failures of system components are versatile and complicated. Both components themselves of this current station and quality variations from the upstream station make a difference to the performance of components as well as the manufacturing system. Reliability analysis of multistation manufacturing system notes that via the transmission of quality variations, interaction between variations of key product characteristics (KPCs) and reliability of system components is also transferred through the stations. Thus, the statistical correlation between manufacturing system component failures and unqualified products could be shown in Figure 3 .
Accordingly, we are badly in need for a new connotation of reliability of manufacturing system. Degree of reliability is generally used to measure the reliability of the manufacturing system which refers to the probability a system completes its intended functions under specified conditions within the specified time. Not only the expected functions of a manufacturing process should consider the uptime of manufacturing system, but also the quality of manufactured product should also be involved to holistically assess the performance and reliability of manufacturing system. As a conclusion, the reliability of manufacturing system ( ) should be identified as the probability that system components do not fail themselves and at the same time manufactured products are completely qualified within a period of time, which can be expressed as ( ) = {system does not fail by time ∩ product quality is qualified by time } .
Define and to represent cases where system does not suffer catastrophic failures and product quality is qualified by time , respectively. And ( ) means the performance state of system components at the endpoint of . To sum up, the reliability of manufacturing system could be rewritten as Here, Pr{ | ( )} corresponds to the product qualified probability mentioned in Section 2.2. Namely, there exists Pr{ | ( )} = = Φ(− ). So, the process of how to determine the Pr{ | ( )} will be highlighted in the following.
In general, the performance state and relative operating conditions of system components determine the reliability of manufacturing system. Either components failures or degradation by wear could cause a decline in reliability of manufacturing system. Since status information like wear or degradation of tools comes along the running of manufacturing system, failure data may not occur necessarily with the advancement of manufacturing technologies. Therefore, this paper prefers to consider information of wear or degradation of system components as the main factors affecting the reliability of manufacturing system. The wear and tear of system components are accumulated and increased along with the front and back work stations one by one. Let Δ( ) be the amount of wear from the individual station , and the cumulative amount of wear by station is ( ) = ( − 1) + Δ( ). If all the wear or degradation processes are independent and identically distributed as most mechanical products, according to the central limit theorem, ( ) can be rewritten as
Define ( ) as the probability that system component fails at station + 1 while it still functions well at station by time , namely, the failure rate of the system component. Assuming that failure of the individual component is subjected to an exponential distribution (for high reliability of complex systems, exponential distribution can approximately model the failure distribution for those system components), reliability of system components at station is expressed as (excluding the impact of component wear on component strength, the failure rate can be regarded as a constant):
When the input products have problems of quality variations, wear and tear of system components will be accelerated as
Here, 0 ( ) is the initial failure rate irrespective of impact of input product quality on system components; ( ) is the practical quality index at station ; stands for the standard value of ( ) with being the correction coefficient which reflects the impact of input quality variation on wear of components. And the reliability of the whole system could be presented as
Suppose that is the allowable maximum amount of components wear, is the degradation coefficient of relevant performance, 0 is the initial rate of degradation which corresponds to time = 0, and the probability that no failures occurred for the whole system by time is as follows:
Combined with formula (8), the final expression of the reliability of manufacturing system based on the product qualified probability ( ) could be written as
According to formula (14) , if the interaction between product quality and components failures or performance degradation has been ignored, the reliability of manufacturing system should be overestimated, which would endanger the quality and reliability of manufactured products, and the final goal to obtain high reliable products cannot be fulfilled. The correlation modeling of product quality and components reliability should help us to establish a more objective and accurate model, which makes a more authentic and practical assessment of the reliability of manufacturing system, and provides specific goals and directions for further improving the reliability of manufacturing system.
Preventive Optimization Strategy for Reliability of Manufacturing System Driven by Quality Loss in Manufacturing Process
Requirements Analysis of Dynamic Optimization.
The purposes of conducting analysis, modeling, and assessment of the reliability manufacturing system are mainly designed to guide the timely maintenance for failed components or degraded ones, which would help to improve the quality level of the manufactured products, and how to obtain the optimal strategy in real time of the reliability of manufacturing system has long been a mathematical puzzle in industrial engineering [16, 17] .
The previously proposed reliability model of manufacturing system highlights the role of product quality variation and its interaction effect with components reliability. Therefore, not only maintenance cost of manufacturing system itself but also the quality loss in manufacturing process should be simultaneously considered when developing reliability optimizing strategies for manufacturing system. That is to say, the total costs for optimizing manufacturing system should include quality loss caused by the variations that occurred in manufacturing process, maintenance costs by component failures, and so forth. According to the reliability model presented in Section 3.2, in order to realize dynamic or real time optimization, the product quality loss should be taken into account to formulate the optimization strategies. For the convenience of the computation, the assumptions and hypotheses are given firstly as below:
(1) Suppose the maintenance cycle is , and = Δ , ∈ , where is a constant. Then the extent of performance degradation for each component can be determined. Denote the degradation state of component by ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) and assume that the cost needed for conducting a state inspection for component is , where the inspection time can be neglected. Without loss of generality, Δ can be considered as 1, and thus can be directly written as in the context. Since the operating time for each component may be different from each other, time for state inspection separately may be not necessarily synchronized.
(2) Assume there are two ways of maintenance of each component, which includes the postmaintenance and preventive maintenance, and inspection time of the maintenance is fixed at . If the maintenance is assumed to be an overhaul or a complete replacement, functions of components are believed to be fully restored by repairment. Define costs for postmaintenance and preventive maintenance as and , respectively, where the magnitude relation conforms to > .
(3) To quantify the impact of components degradation on product quality in manufacturing process, Taguchi function is adopted to analyze the quality loss caused by components degradation or error propagation, and so forth.
Optimization Strategy Decision-Making Model Driven by
Quality Loss. Based on the above analysis and assumptions, the objective of optimization strategy for the reliability of manufacturing system is to minimize the costs of quality loss, postmaintenance, and preventive maintenance simultaneously. And it can be represented as a constraint optimization problem in the following expression:
where EC represents the expected cost of the optimization strategy, means the expectation of average maintenance costs comprised of postmaintenance costs and preventive maintenance costs, and signifies the expectation of average quality loss.
It is generally believed that failure rate of each system component is fixed to the same as . And to be consistent with the prementioned assumption in Section 3.2, the failure of the individual component is subjected to an exponential distribution, and the reliability of system components at station is expressed as − ⋅ . Accordingly, the preventive maintenance at the unit expense of for the reliable system component gets the cost of − , whereas the postcorrective maintenance at the unit expense of for the unreliable system component gets the cost of (1 − − ). And thus, for one single system component by each inspection time, the total maintenance cost generally consists of the two mentioned parts of the preventive . What is more, with lifetime of component being and the number of these system components being , the average maintenance costs can be extended as
And it can be simplified as the following expression:
And the quality loss function based on the Taguchi function is expressed as
Here, ( ) is the quality loss with the constant responding to the coefficient of quality loss, ( ) representing product key quality characteristic, and being the specification value for ( ).
Take the mathematical expectation for formula (18) as When quality loss is taken into account of the optimization costs, estimation for the costs will be more conservative actually. After applying the exponential distribution to describe cost of quality loss by time , the expectation of average quality loss should be rewritten as
where 0 is the initial cost, meaning there is no loss of product quality. Integrating formula (16) and formula (20) into formula (15), the optimization objective is converted to minimize both maintenance costs and product quality loss, and the final formula is as follows:
Case Study
Background.
As a key part of the engine, the cylinder head is mounted on the upper end of the cylinder block with cylinder head bolts, forming a sealed combustion chamber together with the cylinder block. Coordinating with components of intake and exhaust valves, fuel injectors, pneumatic valves and others, the cylinder head plays a vital role in controlling fully combustion of the air and fuel inside the cylinder. And thus, the system and process for manufacturing the cylinder head turns to be particularly complex and elaborated, key quality characteristics like the surface roughness, geometrical shape, machining dimensions and location precision are needed special attention and monitoring. Usually, variations of dimensions have a great impact on the assembly precision and even the overall performance of the engine. The cylinder head is comprised of the following six components: a superface, a subface, a frontface, a backface, a side-entry face, and a side-outlet face. The machining features are reflected in the complicated structures of surfaces and holes. Accordingly, how to assure the machined surfaces and holes with high precision is the core function of the manufacturing system of cylinder heads, which includes function modules of cutting, clamping, controlling, testing, and clearing. The key operation processes of the cylinder head manufacturing system are shown in Figure 4 . In this paper, key design characteristics of the cylinder head machined by the studied manufacturing system are listed in Table 1 .
In practical manufacturing process, due to the integrated effects of various variations, reliability of the cylinder head fails to meet the designed reliability requirements, resulting in a phenomenon of reliability degradation relative to the design reliability and an unsatisfactory response from customers. With mechanical inspection highly automated, it is urgent to reduce the interference from the vector space of key product characteristics and further to monitor the cylinder head quality effectively throughout the entire manufacturing process. Typically, optimization of manufacturing system reliability is the fundamental premise to control the cylinder head quality and reliability. However, whether to replace worn tools or conduct regular maintenance for a high level of system reliability, the level of qualified rate and reliability of the produced products still remained low. How to conduct the reliability of manufactured product oriented modeling and optimizing of manufacturing system reliability are what the proposed RQR chain tries to contribute. With characteristics of 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 identified as the key product characteristics, interaction of process product quality and system components reliability is established and the associated model of manufacturing system reliability and product quality oriented by product qualified probability is then created. Correspondingly, it is proved to play an important role in the reduction of dimension variations of the cylinder head, the decrease of tooling adjustments, the increase of manufacturing system reliability, and the drop in risk of degradation. Specific modeling processes are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 , reliability analysis and the optimization example for the cylinder head manufacturing systems based on the proposed RQR chain are conducted in the following steps.
Numerical Example. As shown in
Step 1. Create the vector space of key product characteristics as ( , , , , , ) and ascertain the key feature dimensions of . To be specific, in order to adapt the automatic detection process, the position vector and the orientation vector ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) are defined, respectively, to quantify key characteristics of 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 facing the three-dimensional space. Table 2 presents the parameters which the vector space ( , , , , , ) ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) contains.
Based on the theory of SoV [23] , transmission of key product dimensions between stations in manufacturing system is simplified as shown in Figure 6 .
With the major variation and noise of production ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) considered and regardless of noise of measurement , the produced product dimensions can then be expressed as
Parameters of ( ), ( ), and ( ) in formula (22) Step 2. According to the obtained key dimensions , determine the product qualified probability of manufacturing process and the impact Pr{ | ( )} of process quality on reliability of manufacturing system. Assume that the observed original data follow a normal distribution, the related covariance becomes ∑ 
Referring to formula (3), the value of should be computed as follows: And thus the product qualified probability is computed as
Step 3. Determine the impact of components reliability on manufacturing system reliability Pr{ | ( )} with process quality , wear loss, and failure rates of system components quantified, given that the fading rates ( ) = 0 +exp(− ⋅ ) are parameterized with 0 = 5 × 10 −5 and = 1 × 10 −3 . Meanwhile, the initial failure rate of the system component is 0 = 6 × 10 −6 ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) and the interaction coefficients are = 3 × 10 −4 , ℎ = 500, and = 1.3 × 10 −2 . Set the work time for each station as 200 hours identically. With reference to formula (13) , Pr{ | ( )} can be calculated as
Step 4. Based on the product qualified probability and information of components reliability, the analysis model ( ) = Pr{ ∩ } for manufacturing system reliability oriented by product inherent reliability is established. Integrate information of process quality Pr{ | ( )} and components reliability into formula (14) , and the reliability of manufacturing system ( ) is finally estimated as 
Step 5. Based on the above results, optimization strategy involved of process quality loss for manufacturing system is analyzed quantitatively. The intended idea is based on the comparison of the difference between the estimated from the correlation model, namely, the Pr{ ∩ }, and the estimated irrespective of the correlation between process quality and components reliability, namely, the Pr{ | ( )}. With the difference Δ = − and the threshold value ascertained, optimization strategy for manufacturing system is shown in Figure 7 .
Result Analysis.
From the results shown in Section 5.2, it is obvious that when the correlation between process quality and components reliability is not considered, the reliability of manufacturing system is approximately 0.871, whereas it turns to be 0.646 when the correlation is considered. This is to say, manufacturing system reliability is overestimated by 38.9%.
Choose time as the independent variable; comparison between and is shown in Figure 8 . As shown in Figure 8 , the system reliability is often overestimated when we do not consider the interaction between product quality and components degradation or failures. Through the integral operation, the overestimated reliability is 44.97%. Additionally, the estimation error becomes more significant as time increases, which indicates that the cumulative transmission of quality variations does have a profound effect on the system reliability. Furthermore, in order to show the robustness of the proposed approach, sensitivity analysis of the reliability of manufacturing system on the product qualified probability is simulated, and the result is shown in Figure 9 .
As shown in Figure 9 , five levels of have been set to analyze the significant impact of the cylinder head qualified probability on the reliability of the manufacturing system ( ). With a series of ±20% shift from the basic Pr{ | ( )} = Φ( ) = Φ(0.65) = 0.7422, namely, = Φ(0.8 * ), = Φ(0.9 * ), = Φ(1 * ), = Φ(1.1 * ), and = Φ(1.2 * ), five reliability curves of the manufacturing system are plotted versus time under different levels of the product qualified probability to demonstrate the correlated sensitivity and robustness. And the synthetical simulation result shows that a high level of the proposed cylinder head qualified probability can usually guarantee a high level of the system reliability. Accordingly, the model of manufacturing system reliability based on the product qualified probability would help the reliability engineer to form a more objective and accurate mathematical model to analyze comprehensively the reliability and performance for manufacturing system. Moreover, the appropriate optimization strategies covering the maintenance for system components and adjustment of process scheme can be got, which should provide clear goals and directions to continuously improve the manufacturing system reliability.
Conclusion
In this paper, the RQR chain which could fuse the quality data and reliability data in manufacturing system reliability optimization is put forward, and the product qualified probability is introduced to quantify the impacts of quality variation in manufacturing process on the reliability of manufacturing system at the first time. Furthermore, a novel mathematical model of manufacturing system reliability is established based on the product qualified probability and RQR chain. Finally, the reliability and maintenance optimization strategy for manufacturing system is analyzed in view of total cost of maintenance costs and quality loss. The application result demonstrated that manufacturing system reliability tends to be overestimated if the mentioned interaction between product quality and manufacturing system reliability is omitted. The overrated value of the reliability of manufacturing system will not only deteriorate the produced product reliability and may also lead to a wrong maintenance strategy or miss the best opportunity for system maintenance.
To conclude, it is critically essential to consider the coeffects between process quality and system components reliability when modeling and assessing the reliability of manufacturing system. For future research, the following topics should be further expounded.
(1) The improvement of the reliability optimization model based on the quality loss for different type of manufacturing system is needed. The coefficients of the optimization model are different for different manufacturing system; therefore, how to estimate accurately the coefficients from the big data from manufacturing system design, operation, and maintenance is planned.
(2) The quantitative mathematical relationship of the manufacturing system reliability, manufacturing process quality, and the produced product reliability should be established successively. Specifically, the mathematical impact of the manufacturing system reliability on the produced product reliability should be constructed clearly, which should provide a solid foundation for the integrated reliability and maintenance optimization framework of the various types of manufacturing system.
(3) In the last perspective research, we consider the aspect of reliability modeling and assessment in the design and setup of manufacturing system. The reliability level is determined in the design process of the manufacturing system, in order to satisfy the everincreasing stringent quality and reliability requirements, the reliability design should be integrated with the functional design of manufacturing system, and new design theory like Axiomatic Design should be adopted into reliability design of manufacturing system.
